N. Atlantic: A resumption of submarine warfare.
    Germany claims 50 divisions of troops in Eng. English said that
    a recent convoy was year's largest. Some guess. Probably won't
    be an attack until next June, but an effort is being made to
    convince the Germans so.

Russia: Apparently true that 6 Panzer divisions withdrawn to Russia.
    German strength in S. Russia probably means that they intend to
    regroup land contact with the Caucasus.

Italy: Progress slow, about 1 mi. a day.

Times for War:
    Nov. - Mar. very often mos. of little action. Except May - Nov.

War of Neurosis:
    Some rumours. Bulgarian-Turkish frontier closed. Reports of revolt
    in Bulgaria.

Aims:
    Rumanized Europe is one aim: (1) from Finland, Petsamo in North area
    around Leningrad. (2) will retain the 3 Baltic states and eastern part of
    Poland.